
Springtime Shrink Film Mobile
Designed by: Tami Sanders

Your Source for Creative Plastic Films
www.grafixarts.com

marketing@grafixarts.com

Supplies:

Grafix Clear Shrink Film

The Crafter’s Workshop: TCW478 Beaded Curtain, TCW486

Labyrinth, TCW439 Retrobursts, TCW511 Spiral Staircase, TCW366

Scallop Flowers, TCW477 Chrysanthemum, TCW473s 6" Fireworks,

TCW554 Butterfly Collage and TCW493 Folk Art Flower

Sharpie Fine Point Permanent Markers: Yellow, Orange, Hot Pink,
Red, Lime and Aqua
Fine Silver Chain
Large and Small Jump Rings
Jewelry Tools
Scissors
Hole Punch
2 ½ and 3 ½ Circle Punches
Parchment
Baking Sheet
Blue or Masking Tape

Directions:
NOTE: you don't have to totally fill in the designs on the stencils; you
can use scribbled lines to partially color them in.

SHEET #1 – use for 3 ½” circles:
1. Tape a sheet of Clear Shrink Film down to work surface. Place Beaded Curtain stencil on top of sheet and
tape down to secure.
2. Fill in circle designs using Yellow Sharpie.
3. Outline circles using Orange Sharpie.
4. Place sheet face down on work surface and tape back down. (Adding designs to both sides of the Shrink
Film adds depth to your finished pieces).
5. Tape Labyrinth stencil over sheet with circle designs. Use Aqua Sharpie to fill in designs. Reposition and
retape stencil as needed to cover sheet with designs.
6. To finish sheet, tape down Retro bursts stencil and fill in designs using Hot Pink Sharpie.
7. Punch 6 - 3 1/2 circles from sheet.
8. Punch holes at top and bottom of each circle.
9. Line baking sheet with parchment paper. Lay circles on sheet - making sure all same sides are up - and
bake pieces according to package directions.
10. Shrink pieces will be HOT! Allow to cool on baking sheet for a few minutes before transferring to
another surface to finish cooling.
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SHEET #2 – use for 2 ½” circles:
1. Tape another sheet of Shrink Film down to work surface. Begin to fill in design with a cross-hatch pattern
using Lime Sharpie. Reposition stencil and retape as needed to add designs to whole sheet.
2. Remove stencil and scribble in blank spaces using Aqua Sharpie.
3. Turn sheet over and tape down Scallop Flower Stencil. Use Red and Hot Pink Sharpies to fill in flowers
using a cross-hatch pattern.
4. Use 2 1/2 circle punch to punch 6 - 2 1/2 circles.
5. Punch holes at top and bottom of each circle.
6. Bake as before on lined parchment baking sheet.

TOP PIECE:
1. Use center portion of Folk Art Flower Stencil and all colors of Sharpies to make design on another sheet
of Shrink Film to use as the top of the mobile.
2. Cut out design loosely following outer edges of design.
3. Punch holes at ends of 6 pink petals to hang mobile parts from. Bake as before.

BUTTERFLY ACCENT:
1. Use large butterfly on Butterfly Collage stencil and Orange Sharpie to add wing portion of design to
Shrink Film (should have space on sheet used for top).
2. Fill in body with Lime Sharpie and use Yellow and Hot Pink Sharpies to add colors to the base design.
3. Cut out butterfly and punch hole at center
4. Bake as before.

DIAMOND PIECES:
1. Use Chrysanthemum stencil and Lime Sharpie to make 6 diamond shapes on leftover pieces of Shrink
Film.
2. Turn over diamond pieces and add accents to them with Fireworks stencil and Aqua and Hot Pink
Makers.
3. Cut out diamonds and punch holes at top.
4. Bake as before.

ASSEMBLY:
1. Using small jump rings: attach 1 1/4" of chain to hole in top piece. Then attach large circle, 1" piece of
chain, small circle, another 1" of chain and attach diamond at bottom. Repeat around top.
2. Cut 6 - 1 1/4" piece of chain and use small jump rings to attach them in each hole of top.
3. Pull all 6 chains to center and link using large jump rings. Shorten any chains as needed to balance top.
4. Cut a 3" piece of chain and loop the top 2" and attach with small jump ring.
5. Thread chain at base of loop down through butterfly and secure to large loop underneath to finish.


